It is recommended that quality control data be recorded on a standard form to facilitate calculation of the cusum increments and of the cumulative sums (cusums) for plotting on the cusum chart. The 'in control' and 'out of control' judgements are made with the aid of a truncated V-mask. Full details of calculation procedures are described without recourse to statistical theory so that the cusum and truncated V-mask procedure may be carried out by operators without training in statistics. 'Corrected form (S ee Woodward and Ooldsmith)IO
The following description is set out to simplify use of the cusum and V-mask procedure and should be read in conjunction with the definitions and formulae set out in the Table. The example in Fig. 2 Fig. 1 Characteristics of the truncated V-mask. A is the reference point, (!J the angle subtended by the limbs and the vertical, d the truncation distance, and" the intersection set on the cusumpointfor investigation. A Quality control data for a specific analytical procedure become available as single or replicate values as a sequence of batches is processed. Statistical theoryl-5 and analytical practicesr" show that the most efficient procedure for judging between 'in control' and 'out of control' situations for quality control uses a chart showing the cumulative sum (cusum) of deviations from a reference or target value and uses a superimposable truncated V-mask constructed according to statistical theory. The intersection point (.) of the V-mask ( Fig. 1) is laid over the point of interest on the cusum chart, and the analytical method is judged to remain in control when all previous points lie within the limbs of the mask.
The cusum procedure is more efficient in use than the earlier Standard Quality Control Chart methods-7 10 owing to the need to run approximately advantages of using a set form of combined table and chart while accumulating data. The cusum chart is generally plotted with the batch-by-batch scale on the horizontal time axis. In this paper the vertical axis is used, following the practice of Woodward and Goldsmith.l" to make easier the parallel tabulation and charting ( Fig. 2 ) and the fitting together of a sequence of charts.
Method PLOTTING THE CUSUM QUALITY CONTROL CHART
Quality control may be assessed by replicate determination within the batch of pre-assayed or unassayed serum, urine, or other material, including a sample from a patient if enough is available for use in many batches. Other procedures may be concerned with recovery of known amounts of determined substance added to human or other material or with repeated estimates of a quantity such as a radiation count from a sealed source.
In the cusum procedure all quality control values (except variances'') are treated in the same way. The analytical batches provide data which, for each type of quality control process, are dealt with in two groups. The first group consists of data from 10 to 20 batches and is used to determine the reference or target mean and the standard deviation (Table) . Subsequent data are used in the cusum quality control proper.
Each newly run batch provides a new quality control value as a single value or the mean of n contributions within the batch. The mean quality control value is tabulated ( Fig. 2 ) against the date, sequence number of batch, and a number designating the operator. Next tabulated in columns from left to right are the cusum increment obtained by subtracting the target mean and the cusum value obtained by adding or subtracting the increment, according to sign, to or from the previous cusum value. The final column is available for notes which might indicate events such as the occurrence of outliers or the calculation of a new mean.
The cusum value is plotted alongside the tabulation. The scale of the cusum chart must be chosen with care'" to prevent the cusum value wandering off the chart. These authors recommend that the batch-by-batch vertical interval be used on the horizontal cusum scale to represent two standard deviations. This is rarely possible in exact form so a factor occurs, w = the interval in cusum scale units divided by the standard deviation. The cusum values give a satisfactory chart if wlies between 1· 3 and 2'7.
The series of cusum values starts at zero and, because of the varying sign of the cusum increments, remains in the vicinity of and usually oscillates about zero. One major deviation of quality control value from the mean or a series of small deviations in the same direction will cause the cusum value to depart from the vicinity of zero, and this is the state to be detected when the assay is out of control. This state is detected or 'signalled' by the use of the truncated V-mask.
CALCULATION OF THE V-MASK PARAMETERS
The V-mask ( Fig. 1 ) parameters d and 0 are calculated from two other numbers, u and h, each chosen for statistical reasons. The first of these is the tolerance level statistic expressing a number of standard deviations (analogous to a confidence level as a number of standard errors) which is chosen according to the probability level at which one chooses to work. Thus the normal distribution tables give u = 1· 64 at the familiar 1:20 probability (p) level.8 Other values of u may be chosen if another probability level is required, but the 1:20 level is recommended for general analytical purposes. The second number required is the distance across the truncation section of the V-mask, h = 3·4 for the present purposes from the nomogram of Kemp et al. 7 Alternative values are available, as will be explained later.
The half-angle of the V-mask is given by and a protractor may be used.
The truncation distance is
measured along the batch-by-batch scale. In use the intersection point* (Fig. 1) is set over the cusum point under investigation, and the axis of symmetry of the V-mask is maintained paralled to the batch-by-batch scale of the cusum chart, as indicated in Figure 2 .
USE OF THE TRUNCATED V-MASK
The mask is easy to use if prepared on transparent materialj'" a transparent envelope is useful because it also holds the cusum charts between batch runs. Three events may occur on laying the intersection point of the V-mask over a new cusum point on the chart: 1 All previous cusum points lie within the limbs of the mask (Fig. 2) , and the analytical method may be judged to be in control. 2(a) One or more of the previous points lie outside the confines of the mask (Fig. 3) , and the analytical method is out of control. Subsequent cusum values, if available, confirm this conclusion. The reason for the out-of-control situation must be investigated. (b) A situation similar to that in 2(a) occurs, but subsequent cusum values do not confirm the outof-control conclusion," 10 It is clear that one freak cusum value has distorted the cusum run, and this batch is rejected (see Example 3). Continuation of the cusum sequence without the outlier shows maintenance of control. The reason for the occurrence of the outlier must be investigated and its cusum increment must not be used.
Investigation of the state of the reagents and how the procedure was carried out at the point of rejection will show why rejection has occurred. In Edwards type 2(a) the reason may be that a reagent has steadily deteriorated until the 'out of control' situation has occurred. This reagent would be replenished, and it would be expected that the cusum chart would show 'in control' conditions. Alternatively, a reagent may have become contaminated or suddenly deteriorated. In the type 2(b) fault the error may be adventitious due to a once-off pipetting error, mistiming, use of the wrong reagent, or omission of a reagent.
Examples
The three examples below illustrate application ofthe cusum and V-mask procedure in clinical biochemistry. The first example illustrates quality control of an instrument rather than an analytical procedure. It is chosen for simplicity and because the errors of radioisotope counting are controllable by varying the counting time. As explained later, a false out of control signal would not be expected statistically before more than SOO batches had been run . The V-mask was drawn on Fig. 2 over the 24th cusum point because it was suspected that the gamma counter was developing a fault at that time. It was clear that a fault had not actually occurred because all previous points were within the range of the mask. Subsequent cusum points confirmed that impression.
An alternative procedure for detection of a gamma counter fault is described by Challand and Cox.u EXAMPLE 2
Estimates on paper dies carrying blood taken from a patient were used for quality control in the screening procedure for detecting increased thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) by radioimmunoassay.11
Single values from the first eight batches (n = 1, k = 8) were used to calculate the target mean and standard deviation, 66·3 ± 20·7 mU h-TSH/I. The cusum values for subsequent h-TSH estimates (j = 1~25) are plotted in Figure 3 .
The scaling factor w = 40/20'7 = 1·93. With u = 1.64 and h = 3·4.
Two truncated V-masks appear on Figure 3 . The first (---) indicated that the assay was still in control. The second (---) signalled that the assay was out of control because three previous points were outside the confines of the mask. One further observation confirmed the out-or-control signal.
The 1115iodinated h-TSH reagent was found on examination to have deteriorated and was replaced. Blood discs from the patient were exhausted at that Fig. 4 Cusum chart for the recovery of VMA (%) added to urine samples in the VMA assay. For explanation of symbols and the V-masks see example 3 in the text. time so it was not possible to demonstrate return to control with the new 126I_h_TSH reagent. In this example, eight batches were used in calculating the target mean. This is questionably low but necessarily so because blood samples from newborn children with hypothyroidism were used in quality control. Doubts about the use of small runs of batches were compensated by using blood samples from three patients simultaneously but, as far as possible, out of step. EXAMPLE 3 Quality control in the VMA assay13 was provided by adding 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-rnandelic acid (VMA) to a duplicate of the urine sample assayed. Figure 4 shows the cusum chart for the sequence of batches between October 1978 and January 1979. The cusum values were represented by. until the point marked F l' where the assay went out of control.
The next batch brought the assay into control again, and investigation showed that a pipetting error caused half the correct volume of VMA reference solution to be used at Fl' The cusum contribution of this batch was not used, and the chart was continued from the point of error from the point marked O.
The VMA assay then remained in control until the point marked F 2, when it remained out of control. Investigation of recovery values going back four years indicated that a seasonal variation of VMA recovery was occurring and that this was probably associated with varying photochemical effect on the periodate glycol fission reagent employed in the VMA assay.
Interpretation

EXTENSION OF THE USE OF THE V-MASK
As described didactically above, the 1:20 probability level and corresponding u = 1· 64 are associated with h = 3·4. Alternative values of h are required if either the probability level or sensitivity in terms of run length are varied.
The probability level is decided on the usual basis, that of the acceptable chance of making an accidental 'out of control' observation. Reference to tables" provides u values for a chosen probability level, and the lower the chance of an accidental observation, the greater is u and, thus, from the tan 0 equation, the greater is the angle between the jaws of the V-mask.
The u value also affects the value of h, but so do two other factors. These are based on statistical concepts related to the arrival of quality control or other values in a sequence in a run. The first condition is that the procedure should be sensitive so that failure of quality control may be detected within a reasonable run of batches, expressed as an average run length designated L 2 • The second condition is that the procedure should not give a false indication of quality control failure, expressed as an average run length when in control L 1 . For efficiency in detecting quality control failure and economy in use of expensive or rare quality control material, often serum or blood disc samples from patients, L 2 must be reasonably small and L 1 as large as possible. The number of replicates within the batch, n, may also have to be small because of limitation of batch size or scarcity of quality control material.
The mathematical relationships derived by Kemp" and Bissell'' are summarised in nomograms? linking the probability level, L 1 , L 2 , and the parameter h. The probability is chosen in the usual way, and the 1 :20 level is now commended for analytical clinical chemistry use. In the calculation procedure, the normal distribution statistic u is employed and at P = 5 %, u = l' 64. The single-tailed probability is (Fig. 1) . The scales represent: u, the acceptable tolerance limit in multiples of standard deviation; LB, the number of batches run within which lack of control must be signalled; h, from which d is calculated, see text; Li, the batch run length within which a false signal will not occur (this figure is adapted from Fig. 3 ofKemp et al,' by permission of the authors and of the Editor of the Journal of Endocrinology).
Edwards
used because interest centres on a run out of control on the positive or negative side but not both.P Using the nomogram (Fig. 5 ), the sensitivity of run length, L 2 , may be varied, as may the probability level, expressed by u. The new value of h is obtained by setting a straight edge across the nomogram and is used in the equations set out above.
Discussion
Various analysts (private communications) have reported that the impediment to using the cusum quality control procedure with truncated V-masks was the intractability of the literature. Staff in busy laboratories require procedures which are simple to set up, understand, and maintain in use.
The statistical literature of the cusum and V-mask method is appropriately abstruse, and the papers concerned with the more practical applications? 8 do not give the calculation method in complete form, so that the cusum and V-mask procedure is not accessible to all.
There are, furthermore, other pitfalls for the non-statistician. Kemp et al,' present the confidence limit scale on their nomogram in multiples of pairs of standard deviations while their h-scale is in single standard deviations. Bissell-recommends using approximations in the calculations of tan 0 and d, but these are not necessary because the simple and satisfactory method of Kempf is available. Bissell-" calls standard error the quantity called standard deviation by other authors. Two forms of standard deviation are recommended, a corrected form'P and the usual uncorrected form. 7 The nomograms presented by the various authors show fractions of run length as if it were possible to run fractions of an analytical batch.
In the present essay, emphasis is placed on use of the practical unit scale for the cusum chart'" rather than units of standard deviation because of better management by staff at the bench. Davies and Goldsmith" recommend correcting the cusum scale when dealing with replicate estimates, but it is simpler to correct the V-mask angle. 310 The examples discussed in the present paper illustrate the general usefulness of the cusum and V-mask procedure. Example 1 is concerned with radiation counting where the errors are known and controllable by varying the counting time so that the standard deviation may be less than 1 %of the mean count (coefficient of variation). Example 2 is concerned with control values from a screening method where the coefficient of variation is about 30 %. In example 3, one outlier VMA result is eliminated so that the smooth use of the cusum trend may continue.
It is hoped that the present essay will lead to the wider use of the cusum and V-mask procedure for quality control in the clinical biochemistry laboratory because the procedure leads to economy in work, is elegant, and is much simpler to use than may appear at first sight.
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